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Presenter
Presentation Notes
LAGIC ICAAPYou wonder with all the talk out there on ICAAP what should be our team’s end goal? What is our ambition?There will  2 critical things that will make your ICAAP programme successful … they also happen to be the 2 key challenges your firms will likely face. These are (1) operationalisation of the process and (2) delivering the innovation



 

Agenda 

1. Background 
2. Concept of operationalisation 
3. Operationalisation in practice 
4. Key challenges 
5. Spawning innovation 
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Presentation Notes
What we’ll take you through today1. Background – why all this focus on LAGIC ICAAP?  What it looks like in practice2. Concept of operationalisation – what it means, some lessons from our colleagues’ experiences with UK firms3. Operationalisation in practice – examples of tools, techniques you can use to ‘evidence’ or prove your ICAAP process4. Key challenges you will faceAnd lastly, “Spawning innovation” – you have to do this, so how do you extract business benefits from it?



“There is a big step between defining 
and applying risk appetite”,  FSA 

“Risk appetite is not well understood in 
many firms to a level of clarity that 

provides a reference point for all material 
decision making”  FSA 

“..slow progress by boards and 
management to go beyond definitions…”  

FSA 

“..disconnect between the risk appetite 
statement and its translation into 

operational, and hence risk and capital, 
management…”  APRA 

Why the focus on LAGIC ICAAP?  
Stakeholder Observations 

Do firms really grasp the meaning of embedding risk appetite? 
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So why all the fuss on ICAAP? Looking at these quotes, you can see the issues actually lie in “engagement throughout the firm”, and the “operationalisation” of the RA. The questions: are firms able to really link their activities to the level of risks that the Board will accept?is the level of risk taken able to be absorbed by available capital?During the GFC, it was noted amongst other things that there was a disparity between the “risks perceived to be taken on” vs the “risks actually taken”.APRA said in Feb 2012 that there in their view, across the industry:- a questionable level of engagement by the board in setting the risk appetite; - a lack of analysis using stress testing or scenario analysis to set the risk appetite; and - a disconnect between the risk appetite statement and its translation into operational, and hence risk and capital, management. So clearly, a key challenge for organisations, whether they know it or not, is this concept of “operationalisation”. (Source: risk appetite, more than a catch phrase, October 2011, Deloitte)



LAGIC ICAAP Process 
Documented internal process to identify own risk & capital 
needs to cover these risks . . . consistent with the Board’s 
risk appetite 

Risk Identification Risk analysis 

Stress tests / 
scenarios / 
qualitative 

assessment 

Aggregation / 
Reconciliation 

ICAAP report / 
Independent 

review & sign-
off 
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Systems, Models …. People 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But firstly, what is the ICAAP process that everyone talks about?“Documented internal process to identify own risk & capital needs to cover these risks . . . consistent with the Board’s risk appetite”We’ve used the European SII “ORSA” description here on purpose. Because today we are going to be drawing some parallels to the ORSA experience.But essentially this is the LAGIC ICAAP.Process of -Identifying-Measuring-Monitoring; and-Managing your risks, and ensuring capital is adequate to support the risks that the insurer takes onWe must differentiate the “process” from the document (or report) – insurers have much of the documentation in place in one form or another.It’s the “process” that is key, and the where the biggest change will likely be. Why? ….Because it requires more than just systems and models, it requires people to work together effectively under a common “risk” vision, and to act accordingly.



 

  
Capital Adequacy needs 

  
Risk Profile ERM framework 

Risk appetite framework 

Balance Sheet 
Profit & Loss 

Cash Flow 
PCR 

Targets, 
limits & 

tolerances 
Assessment of where the risk 
profile deviates from the PCR 

Other 

LAGIC ICAAP in Practice 

Business strategy 
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Let’s start with a framework - here is our depiction of the LAGIC ICAAP in practice.It is the interlinkage of - risks taken on (risk profile), - the risks the insurer is willing to accept (RA), - and the business strategy….all these things, and how they impact the capital adequacy of the insurer this year and the next few yearsSo how do we turn this framework into something the insurer ‘lives and breathes’? That is, how do we operationalise it?*****Risk appetite framework:The first stage - the risk appetite framework will also establish tolerances, limits and risk-based performance measures which will provide a basis for assessing the ongoing capital and earnings positions.Risk Profile: consider all material risks to determine solvency needs. This may include risks not adequately treated in the PCA (e.g. strategic risks, compliance risks)ERM framework:Risk identificationRisk analysisRisk assessmentBusiness strategy:Strategic decisions should be considered through the ICAAP process e.g. reinsurance, restructuring, investment. The current business strategy should be allowed for in the ICAAP capital forecast calculations.Capital /Solvency  needs: The ICAAP should consider current and future risks, and thus incorporate projections of the financial position, and capital and earnings requirements, demonstrating ongoing compliance. Reconciliation of standard formula PCA with the ICAAP, and assessment of where the risk profile deviates from the PCA – stresses/scenarios(Source: ORSA insights, 2011 Deloitte, Carolyn Murnaghan)



 Concept of Operationalisation 
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SII in the UK is ahead of us in terms of understanding its ICAAP (they call it the ORSA), and what the challenges to firms might be.To help define what ‘operationalisation’ means, we are going to borrow some lessons from our UK colleagues.



  

Risk Appetite: What does operationalisation mean? 
Lessons from Europe 
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Keith Bevan 
Actuarial & Insurance 

Deloitte UK 
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Presentation Notes
Insert Video 63785In this video, Keith explains practically what operationalisation means.<next slide – video will play>
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Level of evidencing required 
Lessons from Europe 

Keith Bevan 
Actuarial & Insurance 

Deloitte UK 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Insert Video 28128..but when we asked “what was the key challenge to implementing the ORSA”,  the reply was this. <click to next video – video plays>
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ICAAP Process  
“The heart of LAGIC” 

Lessons: What should we be wary of? 

• Demanding task 
• Not mechanical 
• Cultural change usual 
• Models cannot replace 

leadership 
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Here are the lessons from the UK and Europe in relation to their ORSA journey to dateIntroducing the ORSA is a demanding taskThere is no mechanical way of conducting an ORSA and often a cultural change is needed both at the board and in the organization It is a top-down process (Models cannot replace leadership)So if the ORSA is said to be the “Heart of SII”, so too will the operationalisation of the ICAAP  be central to the success of your LAGIC programme.***(Source: 2011 SUERF Annual Lecture, Risk Management - A Supervisor’s Approach, Gabriel Bernadino, EIPOA Chairman, Helsinski 9/2011)Background only:A supervisory review process - Key areas to assessThe scope and nature of risk and capital measurement systemsThe scope, frequency and requirements of the information presented to the undertaking's management body and evidence of key decisions made based on this informationHow the undertaking has integrated its internal model into its overall risk management strategy and the level of understanding of the model by the management teamThe methods used and assumptions made on the determination by the undertaking of its material risk exposures and concentrationsThe adequacy of the undertaking risk mitigation practices



  

The concept of operationalisation 

High Level

Directional

Specific

Detailed

Measures

Risk 
Appetite

Risk Appetite Statement

DOs and DON’Ts

Risk Matrix

Key Risk 
Indicators

Volatility Model; 
Standards & Limits

Strategic Objectives

ComponentLevel

1

2

3

4

5

Board 

Committees 

Mgt 

Staff 

Communicate & 
Cascade 

Action & Correction 
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So what does “Operationalisation” mean? – basically, putting something into practice rather than just documenting itHere’s a summary framework of RA setting and cascading. Most firms have these in on form or another – the challenging aspects are actually<CLICK 1>To communicate and cascade: questions to ask	- Is the RA framework is well established and properly understood- Are the relevant people in the firm empowered to challenge decisions by reference to the RA framework (the ‘risk culture’)<CLICK 2>Action and correctionDemonstrate that trigger events have resulted in appropriate actions LPS220 talks about the “severity, speed and adequacy of management response”Operationalisation requiresLinking risk appetite to the business strategyLinking risk appetite to LAGIC (i.e. capital)It is essentially the “evidencing” and the “living and breathing” of the LAGIC ICAAP process<Caroline is now going to take you through some of tools, techniques you can use to ‘evidence’ or prove your ICAAP process>** Background only ***(Risk appetite hierarchy (Source diag:Risk appetite v2.0 – more than a catch phrase, Deloitte, Oct 2011))At the highest level, the board sets risk appetite, ensuring that it is linked to the firm’s strategic objectives. This high-level statement of risk appetite is then cascaded down the firm. One way to embed this risk appetite within daily business use is through a risk matrix, which gives direction. It communicates the low, medium or high appetite in a language that make sense for stakeholders depending on their role in the firm.The qualitative aspects would include a suite of risk DOs and DON’Ts - specific activities the firm is or is not willing to undertake.The quantitative elements (to ensure RA is met under stressed conditions) through limits (e.g. u/d limits, a financial model to assess b/sheet and P&L performance of strategic plans under various stress scenarios; ID risks that drive unexpected financial performance; gauges whether risk profile is within RA capacityOnce the framework is in place, risk performance is measured using key risk indicators



 Operationalisation in practice 
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• Risk tolerances and risk limits at BU level 
• Risk dashboards  
• Integration of models 
• Scenarios and stress testing 
• Frequency and content of internal reporting 
• Actions must follow outcomes 
 

…“principle of proportionality” 

Operationalisation in practice 
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Practical for day to day decisions - risk tolerances and risk limits at BU levelRisk and capital integrated – integration of modelsEasy to communicate - risk dashboards Easy to understand - scenarios and stresses used to understand and communicate material risksFeedback loop – actions follow outcomes…“principle of proportionality” – appropriate to scale, size and complexity of the insurer’s business



 
 

Case Study: Large 
Asian Insurer 
 
• Key is it must 

impact everyday 
decisions 

  

• How to go about it? 

Risk KRIs KRI Limits (extract only) 

Interest 
Min Asset 
Duration 

6 yrs 

Interest 
Max Liability 
Duration 

15 yrs (Agency); 8 yrs (Bank) 

Mortality 
Max Actual Death 
Claims 

110% expected mortality claim 

Mortality 
Max Average 
Claim Size 

Expected average death claim 

 

Mortality 
Max Actual Year 1 
Death Claims 

110% expected yr 1 mortality claim 

Lapse 
Min Actual 1st 
Year Persistency 

88% 

Expense 
Max Actual 
Expense 

Expense budget 

Operationalisation in practice  
Risk Limits 
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Case study: large Asian insurerEnhancement of RA framework to link to changed corporate strategy, including improvement of economic capital models to international leading practiceEmbedding in operations – examples in practice…Risk LimitsRisk Monitoring DashboardsEmbedding risk limits at the operational (decision making) level is key to ensure the RA impacts everyday business decisionsApplied at the BU levelAcceptedAble to be monitoredConsistent with tolerancesAny risk measure used needs to be accepted and able to be monitored by the business decision makers and independent oversight functions (e.g. RM function)following factors can help identify the most appropriate way of embedding the use of limits in operations: Events - Identification of the types of events the limit framework is trying to prevent. These will in many instances be particular to the nature of activities of individual business units (the KPIs and KRIs developed by organization will provide useful insights into what is important for each business unit).Accountabilities - Mapping responsibilities to individuals, committees and organisational units, e.g. defining how different limits apply to senior underwriters vs. junior underwriters, defining how different committees oversee different risk-taking activities, etc. Decision Triggers and Rules - Defining rules by event and individual, committee and organisational unit alignment e.g. defining what happens when limits are breachedHow to go about it? - Example to right: Identify the events the limit is trying to preventMap accountabilitiesDefine decision triggers & rulesRisk limits are restrictions on KRIs such that if the restrictions are met then the risk tolerances will not be violated. N.b. Risk appetite statements in this case study was based around earnings at risk (tolerable reduction earnings 50% from a 1 in 10 yr event) and capital at risk (EC/ERC ratio >=100%)- KRIs are chosen and set at an operational level e,g, specific managers are responsible for each KRI limit



   Actual KRIs Agency Bank 

Asset Duration 6 6 

Liability Duration 15 8 

Actual Death Claims 400  300  

Average Claim Size 50,000  60,000  

Actual 1st Year 
Persistency 85% 80% 

Actual Expense 800  1,450  

Operationalisation in practice 
Risk Monitoring Dashboards 

Illustrative KRI act/KRI limit Case Study: Large Asian 
Insurer (continued) 
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Summary of risk position against RA triggers/limitsRisk metrics presented to the Board quarterlyKey tool in monitoring compliance…disclosure and commentary demonstrates to stakeholders that risk issues are an integral part of the strategic planning processEnables regular monitoring of current risk profile against risk limitsReviewed by Board and senior management, in this case quarterlyAudited and disclosed annually through IFRS disclosure process3 colour monitoring system: green (healthy); yellow (close monitoring required; red (mitigation plans needed)



  
“Provide tools to 
complement 
documents to 
explain issues, for 
example 
sensitivity tables 
or graphs in 
capital 
management 
considerations” 

~ APRA  

Operationalisation in practice 
Risk Dashboards 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
APRA notes that senior management play a key role in supporting the Board fulfil its responsibilities, including to “provide tools to complement documents to explain issues, for example sensitivity tables or graphs in capital management considerations” Too often reports to the Board are bulky and it is difficult to immediately see the key messages – consider changing the way you communicate to the Board. Can actuaries do better?



   “If an 
undertaking 
does not trust its 
model 
sufficiently to 
use it, why 
should the 
supervisor?”  

~ SII  

Operationalisation in practice 
Integration of Capital Models 

“Use Test” 
…the 

capital 
model 

Well understood 
by senior 

management 
… consistent in 

terms of the 
frequency of 

calculation of both 
the PCA and other 
purposes for which 
the internal model 

is used.  

... is integrated 
into the risk 
management 
system on a 

consistent basis 
for all uses 

… is used to 
support and 

verify decision 
making 

… reflects the 
nature, scope 

and complexity 
of the risks 

inherent in the 
business.  
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SII, Governance, Use Test and ORSA, Deloitte training slides May 2010“if an undertaking does not trust its model sufficiently to use it, why should the supervisor?” – SIIA firm must be able to demonstrate the modelIs widely usedPlays an important role in risk management & decision making processes within the ICAAPHas sound governance/controlsDefined under SII as the …”use test”Practical examples of usageLink to technical provisionsMeasurement of material risksDesign of reinsurance programmeDetermination of target RoC and rewardsProduct development & pricingPolicy for underwriting of insurance policiesCapital allocation efficiency



 
 

• Limitations of 
stochastic models 

 

• Scenario analysis 
through time 

Operationalisation in practice  
Stress testing and scenario planning 
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(Source: Deloitte SII training – ORSA)APRA has stated that in its reviews of insurers’ approaches to stress and scenario testingthere is a range of practice from poor to quite good. areas for improvement include the nature of the stresses and scenarios considered, in particular their severity, and the adequacy of the reporting to the board. Requirements and guidance on stress testing are being included as part of the ICAAP requirements under LAGIC. Beyond stochastic models:Regulators and market participants have come to realize the limitations of stochastic models. Thinking through scenarios and stress levels, on a partly judgmental basis, is considered key to fully understand risksStress/scenario results – answers to seek;Is the insurer able to absorb such an event? How is the risk and capital structure altered in the long run?Are the limits, targets or objectives of the risk appetite still met?What are the answers we can provide to identified solvency issues?E.g. Company specific -  pandemic disease with accompanying consequencesTerminologyScope of stress testing can be larger than thought: Sensitivity measures: impact of a move in one particular risk driver, the source of the shock not being identified; Scenario analysis: assess ability to absorb exceptional but plausible events with simultaneous moves in a number of risk drivers;Scenario analysis through time: essentially capital planning simulation for a most-likely non stressed scenario.



 Operationalisation LAGIC ICAAP:  
Key Challenges 
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Embed into 
organisation 

ORGANISATION 
AND ROLE DESIGN 

COMMUNICATION 
AND ENGAGEMENT 

RESOURCING & 
TALENT 

PERFORMANCE 
MANAGEMENT 

DEVELOPMENT 
& TRAINING LEADERSHIP 

TRANSITION 
PLANNING & 

MANAGEMENT 

 
Capital Model  

Methods 
Modelling 

Tools 
Data 

Reporting 
 

Risk Framework 
Risk Appetite 

Risk processes 
Behaviours 
Governance 

Business Process 
Changes 

Business planning 
Pricing 

Product development 
Capital management 

IC
A

A
P 

R
eq

ui
re

m
en

ts
  

LAGIC Target 
Operating Model 

Compliance 
Risk-Adjusted 

Returns 
Ratings 

Stakeholder 
perceptions 

Key challenges 
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(Source: 2011 SUERF Annual Lecture, Risk Management - A Supervisor’s Approach, Gabriel Bernadino, EIPOA Chairman, Helsinski 9/2011)Key challengesAvoid too much focus on documentation - Less but more thoughtful and effective documentation could be beneficial. Try dashboards, use it as an opp to remove redundant documentation“Evidencing” is likely a non trivial task – involves processes and behaviours. Act swiftly when deficiencies are found, imposing repair and monitoring its implementationConsider that the skills required to successfully embed the right behaviours will likely be more than the traditional actuarial skill set – think about that in your LAGIC programmeSee it as more than just regulatory change - integrate with other change initiatives such as cost reduction, M&A, finance transformation programmes



 Operationalising LAGIC ICAAP:  
Can regulation spawn innovation? 
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So, can regulation really spawn innovation?



   
Key implications of LAGIC 
• “Introducing new risk 

mitigation techniques”  
• “Enhancing systems 

and procedures”  
 

How organisations embed 
& evidence the risk & 
capital processes 
practically 

Where’s the innovation? 
As a result of Solvency II, do you envisage your organisation will need to do any of the below? 

Sources: Deloitte SII 4th annual survey, April 2011;  
Deloitte LAGIC preparedness “soundings” Feb 2012 

Introducing new risk 
mitigation techniques 
Reorganising restructuring 

Launching new products 

Re - pricing 

Changing product mix 

None of the stated options 

Redesigning products 

Relocation 

Not decided 

8% 

10% 

13% 

15% 

15% 

20% 

22% 
47% 

65% 
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Deloitte conducts an annual SII survey on European insurer progress and challenges.We gathered similar feedback from Australian insurers earlier this year - the key implications of LAGIC were seen to be“Introducing new risk mitigation techniques”  - similar to SII, and“Enhancing systems and procedures” So how will organisations embed & evidence the risk & capital processes…. practically? The solution to this could be where the innovation lies.Tools and techniques we talked about today, that could help embed the ICAAP process:Stress & scenario planning techniquesArticulated risk limits to the ‘shop floor’Risk dashboards to communicateIntegrated use of capital models, demonstrated through to business decision making



   
• Compliance or more? 
• Reporting to regulator, or management tool? 
• Rating agencies, external communication? 

Conclusion 

Set your ambition level 
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We have to do this, so extract business benefits from it!The first step of the ICAAP programme – set your organisation’s ambition level.
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